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La digitalizzazione sta introducendo cambiamenti radicali nel mondo del lavoro. con conseguenze per
l'apprendimento. in particolare sulla formazione aziendale. Per sviluppare nuove competenze. si rendono dunque
necessarie forme innovative di apprendimento). II progetto dell'Unione europea Career 4.0 sta sviluppando. in
collaborazione con l'Università Bicocca di Milano, un concetto di insegnamento-apprendimento innovativo, grazie al
supporto di strumenti digitali, basato sul modello di approccio Ilei ̀ progetti agili'. Questo metodo di apprendimento
viene presentato come una soluzione per promuovere le competenze imprenditoriali e digitali dei giovani di diversi
Paesi europei: Bulgaria. Ungheria, Grecia. Spagna e Italia.

tutori di altri Paesi - siano

essi studiosi, manager o

consulenti - ri aiutano a

inquadrare le problenmtirlfe

organizzative in uno prospettiva

globale. Questi contributi sono

pubblicati in lingua originale.

D
igital change and Industry 4.0 are leading to lasting

changes in job profiles, vocational training and com-

petence and qualification requirements in the world of

work, while also having a profound impact on teaching/ lear-

ning processes and thus on the various forms of competence

development and the promotion of young people in the age of

digital change (Hirsch-Kreinsen, Ittermann & Niehaus, 2018/2).

Due to this, new, future-oriented forms of learning are required

which enable capacity for action through acquisition of digital

skills and promotion of the development of self-learning skills

for the independent, goal-oriented design ofone's own learning

(see Sauter, Sauter, Wolfig 2018).

The two and a half year EU project '"Career4.0" which is funded by

the EU programme "Erasmus+", takes upthis needfor learning and

uses the current megatrends to develop a methodical-didactic

teaching/ learning concept for the competence development of

young people based on the model of approachesto agile manage-

ment while being tested and evaluated in five European countries

(Bulgaria, Hungary, Greece, Spain and Italy). The agile learning
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concept "Career 4:0", which is the focus of this contribution,

relies on proven "best practices' in the field of Entrepreneurship

Education in its methodological-didactic design, combines these

with methods of agile learning and creates a digital learning pla-

tform to promote collaborative and self-organised learning and to

improve the transparency, review and adaptation of the learning

process. The project uses the Cologne Structural Model of Business

Didactics (Jongebloed & Twardy,19$3a) as a structuring and orieri

tation approach for the didactic design of the learning concept.

This article is dedicated to the methodological framework of the

learning concept "Career 4:0", which was designed on the basis

of agile management approaches and takes the opportunity to

present previous project results:

LEARNING MODEL, TNE'AGILE LEARNING'

IN TNE PROJECT CAREER 4.0

The project "Career 4.0' ties in with the existing findings on the

application of agile approaches in education such as EduScrum

(Delhij, Solingen, Wijnands 2015), 'Agile Learning" (Hohne,

Bräutigam, Longmuß, Schindler 2017) and "Sprinting Learning"

(Korge, Jungclaus, Bauer 2018) and further develops them, taking

into account the project needs, thus creating an agile teaching/

learning concept for learning guides and young people. The

learning concept is methodically strongly oriented on EduScrum,

which was developed on the basis of Scrum, a framework for the

development of complex and innovative products in the field of

software development (Schwaber, Sutherland 2013). The central

features of Scrum include 1) short cyclical work steps, so-called

"sprints", with clear objectives and regular feedback loops, 2)

self-organized development teams and 3) new roles, such as

Product Owner and Scrum Master (Boes, Kampf 2019). In the lear-

ning concept Career 4.0 Scrum is assigned to the decision field

'methodology" according to the Cologne structural model and is

understood as a special form of expression of a methodical appro-

ach. This methodology aims to offer a methodical framework

80

with which the selected learning topics and learning content in

the concept Career 4.0 can be worked on and with which the

action itself and digital skills can be promoted. The decision field

"Methodology" has to be coordinated with the decision field

"Topics" against the background of the respective teaching-lear-

ning objectives and the addree.sees or target group.

OB iECTIVES

The application of the agile teaching/ learning concept in the

project "Career 4.0" is primarily intended to contribute to the

development of a sustainable professional perspective for young

people in Bulgaria, Hungary, Greece, Spain and Italy, which is docu-

mented in a personal development plan, continuously reflected

upon and thus professionalìzed. The aim is to examine the extent

to which agile learning approaches are suitable for moving step by

step from a rudimentary personal development pian (PEP), which

is available at the beginning of the learning process, to a professio-

nal and reflected development plan for the young people.

A further intend is to promote the competence development

of young people in accordance with the requirements of the

European labour market. The focus is on the development of

entrepreneurial and digital skills. Furthermore, self-learning and

self-organisation skills are to be supported, team and networking

skills are to be developed and reflection skills are to be promoted.

To ensure that competence development is successful wíth the

help of the agile learning concept, the project will clarify which

prerequisites must be met.

TARGET GROUeS

The agile learning concept 'Career 4.0" is aimed at young people

between the ages of 16 and 25 who are faced with the challenge of

becoming proactive and taking the shaping of their professional

future into their own hands. A further target group are the so-cal-

led "learning guides', who are from the field, bring a high degree

of expert knowledge and practical experience with them and

directly support the young people in developing a professional

perspective.

ROLES OF _EARNERS AND T E.ACHERS

In the agile learning concept "Career 4.0", there are three central

roles, following Scrum, which can be played by the young people

and the learning guides Learning group, product owner and

Scrum master. Each role in the agile learning process has its own

tasks and responsibilities and is characterized by different compe-

tence requirements.

The role of the learning group is assumed by the learners (men-

tees) who have similar learning and competence requirements.

They are organised in learning groups that are characterised by
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a high degree of self-organisation. As a rule, they can choose their

learning guides themselves and are responsible for developing a

learning strategy and for achieving the learning objectives them-

selves. The agile learning concept Career 4.0 creates the possibility

for different learning groups to network with each other, exchan

ge information, give feedback or compete and learn from each

other. Thus, different forms of learning groups are conceivabie

in the Career 4.0 concept. These can be 1) (e-)communities of

practice with a focus on learning in social networks, 2) cross-fun-

ctional learning groups that are geared to developing creative

learning outcomes such as new future-oriented products and ser-

vices, 3) mixed forms such as competitive teams or transnational

cooperations.

For the necessary technical and methodical-didactical support

during tne agile learning process, it is planned to have two lear-

ning guides who share the roles of the product owner and the

Scrum Master and continuously accompany the learning group.

As a subject expert for the respective learning topic, the content

learning guide provides the technical support in the learning pro-

cess and thus bears the technical and content responsibility in the

agile "learning projects". The learning process facilitator has the

task of supporting all participants regarding the optimisation of

the learning and mentoring process. He acts as an expert for the

learning process and supports the learning groups in its self-lear-

ning organisation and self-management similar to a coach. Other

experts from the expert network of the partner organisations can

be involved as needed to support the agile learning projects with

their expert knowledge.

LEARNING TOPICS

The agile learning concept Career 4.0 offers four learning projects

• "Employment Radar", "Talent Diagnostics', "Expert Hearing",

"Founder Workshop" which are based on proven "best:practices"

in the field of Entrepreneurship Education and designed according

to the European EntreComp Framework (Bacigalupo, et. al., 2016).

They are bundled into a holistic, process- and quality-oriented

Entrepreneurship Education concept. For example, the concept of

the "Employment Radar" (cf. Kroll 2019) is used to record the entire

potential of employment opportunities in a region. This can be

used both to localise employment opportunities within existing job

structures and to tap unrecognised entrepreneurial employment

potential with the help of trend analysis. The latter aims towards

the creation of new services and products. The concept of the

"Employment Radar" is closely linked with the concept of "Talent

Diagnostics", which serves to uncover the personal development

potential of young people. The concept of the 'Expert Hearing" is

used to create a synthesis of the results of the "Talent Diagnostics"

and "Employment Radar", thus combining talent and demar1. All

results flow into a personal development plan that documents the

decisions and agreements made and can be supplemented with

further details at a later date. (see Króll 2019) Once entrepreneurial

potential or plans have been identified among the young people,

the concept of the ''Founder Workshop" can be used to promo-

te entrepreneurial thinking and action. For each "agile learning

project" a learning agenda is worked out, which is an ordered list

of all learning goals that are to be achieved by the learners in the

"agile learning project".

_EARNING IN 'LEAI-iNING SPRINTS

All agile "learning projects" are divided into "learning sprints' in

the sense of Scrum. They are defined as "short, flexible learning

units, at the end of which the learning outcomes are presented

and the learning progress in the team or individually is reflected"

(Nieswandt, Geschwill, Zimmermann 2019.145). Each learning

sprint represents a coherent compilation of learning topics and

contents, for which the learners are given concrete tasks with

the learning objective of independently working out solutions,

documenting the result, sharing it with others, commenting on

the proposed solutions of their team members and discussing

them among themselves. The work, which is completed in a lear-

ning sprint, represents a tangible intermediate learning result in

the overall learning process. Since learning in learning sprints is

designed to adapt to the needs of the target groups, agile lear-

ning projects in a compact form are conceivable in the "Learning

Concept Career 4.0", as is the implementation of agile learning

projects over a longer period of time. This time flexibility is promo-

ted by using the digital learning platform in the project.

Each sprint starts with the sprint planning, which is used to select

the learning goals for the next sprint. During sprint planning, lear-

ners develop a learning strategy that includes a series of detailed

tasks that describe how the learner wants to achieve the selected

learning objectives. Theythen move on tothe learning phase (sprint

executior). During sprinting, learners take part In Daily Scrum to
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evaluate their progress towards the learning objectives and to

re-plan the learning process. The "Task Management" tool deve-

loped in the learning concept "Career 4.0" is used to support the

planning and implementation of-the learning strategy of the lear-

ners. The learning sprint is comoleted with two activities for review

and adaptation. The Sprint Review is used to present the learning

outcomes that have been achieved during the learning sprint. In

the Scrum Retrospective, learners evaluate the learning strategy

that was used to achieve the learning objectives. In the learning

concept "Career 4.0" the retrospective can be an important event

to support the development of the personal development plan.

The continuous reflection on one's own learning strategy and on

individual competences can give an overview of which competen-

ces the learner has, how these competences have developed from

learning sprint to learning sprint and which measures have con-

tributed to the advancement. At the end of this retrospective, the

learning sprint cycle is repeated. After an appropriate number of

learning sprints have been completed, it can be expected that all

learning objectives have been met and the learning outcome can

be released in the form of a reflected personal development plan.

DEVELORMENT OF A LEA N NC PLATFORM

To promote collaborative and agile learning among learners and

learning guides, a digital learning platform will be developed

specifically for the needs of the "Career 4.0" project. The learning

platform serves as a medium in the learning process and is inten-

ded to support the interaction and feedback process within the

learning group and between the learner and learning guide. The

digital learning platform is designed to function as an European

network platform and to promote the development of the network

competences of all users (learners, learning guides, project orga-

nisations, etc.) locally, regionally, nationally, and Europe-wide. On

the digital learning platform, learning groups can be created,

moderated, exchanged and networked, iearning guides from

all particìpating EU countries can be recruited, learning guide

~

profiles can be created and viewed and desired learning guides

can be selected, contacted and feedback can be requested. The

learning platform has a well-developed "communication module"

that enables chat, video and audio conferences to be held and

recorded. With the "task management tool" learning tasks can be

created, learning strategies can be planned and learning progress

can be viewed. All learning documents, such as self-study modu-

les, literature links or learning videos, can be shared, commented

and evaluated. Finally, the strong networking within the lear-

ning platform enables the exchange of expert knowledge, "best

practice" and learning materials between the EU project partner

organisations, which can lead to the creation of a transnational

pool of experts as well as a European l i bra ry/ collection of teaching/

learning content that can be accessed by all and used for the desi-

gn of their learning activities.

INTERIM CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

The agile approach in the "Career 4.0'' learning concept does not

represent a standardised learning and mentorìng process. Rather,

the approach in this project offers a set of values, principles and

practices that provide a basis for agile learning on which EU par-

tner organisations and learning facilitators can build their own

implementations and specific practices. Thus, the EU project

expects different models of pilot implementations of the agile

learning concept "Career 4.0", which wil I be scientifically accompa-

nied and evaluated in relation to the project objectives. The focus

of the investigation is the question to what extent the use of agile

learning methods can support the development of a reflected

personal development plan as well as promote the competence

development of the young people. This will result in a feasibility

study which will deal with the potentials and resistances of the

implantation of agile learning concepts in the EU countries.

In order to ensure the basic prerequisite for testing the holistic

Entrepreneurship Education Concept "Career 4.0" in the EU

countries, a teaching and learning activity was carried out with the

help of the digital learning platform to familiarise representatives

of the partner organisations with the contents and methodology

of the "Agile Learning Concept". They were trained as multipliers

in order to qualify further multipliers in the EU countries as lear-

ning facilitators in the later course of the project (train the trainer

concept). In order to evaluate the user-friendliness of the digital

learning platform during the development process, cross-functio-

nal teams are already being formed in each EU country, consisting

of selected learning guides, young people, representatives of the

partner organisations and other experts. Their task is to simulate

the learning and organisational process with the help of the lear-

ning platform in the sense of a "test learning sprint" and to provide

feedback from the user perspective to be able to make further

adjustments.

ONLINE REFERENCES: httpsilbrt.ly/37ADoyz
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